VIGILANT CLIENTPORTAL
GENERATE INSIGHTS THAT GROW AND PROTECT REVENUE

Add an unmatched layer of efficiency to your parking and security operations with license plate recognition (LPR). Vigilant ClientPortal empowers your team with detections from your own cameras or from our commercial partner network, patented vehicle location analytics and plate-based enforcement tools to generate actionable insights that grow and protect revenue.

KEY BENEFITS
Successfully Locate Scofflaws
Efficiently find vehicles who are eligible for immobilization in order to collect more outstanding fines.

Identify Vehicles in Violation
Automate time-consuming and error-prone validation tasks to cover more ground and accurately enforce.

Stay Informed & In Control
Better monitor performance and parker behavior with a system configured to meet your specific needs.
Plate-based Permit Verification
Create a permitted list of license plates to control access to and detect unauthorized vehicles within a specific parking area.

Highly Configurable Digital Chalking
Define time-based parking parameters and receive an alert when a vehicle has been detected which has overstayed timezone limits.

Pay-by-Plate System Synchronization
Connect to paid parking systems and share transaction data to identify vehicles which have stayed past their allotted time-limit.

Citation System Integrations
Expedite the ticketing process in order to spend more time enforcing by automatically sharing information with citation systems.

Automated Enforcement
License plate recognition cameras combined with our dedicated parking enforcement tools in Vigilant ClientPortal save your team time and reduce missed revenue opportunities.

Additional Features
Plate & Location-Based Search – Determine where a vehicle has been and will be using complete or partial plate searches or searching by location.

Year/Make/Model Vehicle Filtering – Narrow search results to find violators faster with additional offender vehicle detail such as year, make and model.

Simple Hot List Management – For offenders proving to be elusive, create various hot lists so you can receive alerts when vehicles are sighted and intervene.

Robust Real-Time Alerting – Never miss a scofflaw vehicle sighting with alerts almost anywhere you want - desktop, laptop, on your phone or in the car. Included with Vigilant ClientPortal are in-app notifications of hot hits, as well as email-based notifications. You can also receive notifications on any windows device by running Targeted Alert Service – the perfect solution for the back office. Lastly, beyond extending the ability to capture license plate data to the field, you can also receive hot hit alerts with our Vigilant Mobile Companion smartphone app for Android or iOS.

Intuitive, Performance-Based Reporting – Better understand team performance and parker behavior in order to identify areas of improvement and refine resource allocation. You can report on active and historical alerts generated from the field by alert type, location and/or time-based parameters. View real-time and historical occupancy for locations equipped with fixed LPR to identify vehicle entry and exit patterns. Lastly, better understand your parkers average length of stay for locations equipped with fixed LPR.

Configurable Data Retention Settings – Comply with state, local and company policies while getting the most value from your data by controlling it's retention.

Customer-Managed Data Sharing – Since you own your data, you get to decide who you want to share it with as well as the additional data you want to access. Effortlessly share your data with law enforcement agencies to help reduce crime in your community and even across the nation. You can also subscribe to billions of detections from our exclusive, nationwide commercial partner network.

Secure, Web-Based Accessibility – Ensure your data is available and protected with web-based access and comprehensive security controls and processes.

Interested in receiving a demo?
Visit motorolasolutions.com/contactus